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Abstract 
Speed-density relations play a major role in dynamic macroscopic modeling. These relations are also used for estimating the 
other important macroscopic relations. This paper makes an attempt to understand the effect of field data collection procedures 
on the estimated model parameters. The issues in getting appropriate speed-density data with respect to heterogeneous traffic 
stream are discussed using the field observations. Greenshields linear speed-density model has been utilized for understanding 
the issues related to the parameter estimation. From the results, the jam density corresponding to the speed-density model 
estimated based on the data obtained using conventional methodologies is way lower than the jam density that can be 
accommodated by the road section. An approach proposed by Cassidy for identifying suitable observation periods was found to 
be useful in getting a relatively better speed-density model. 
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of CUTE 2016. 
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1. Introduction 
Analysis and modeling of the traffic stream behavior are necessary for traffic operations. The traffic stream 
behavior is traditionally described using macroscopic and microscopic characteristics/models. The functional 
relationship between the macroscopic parameters, flow, and density is called fundamental diagram, which plays an 
important role in traffic flow theory and traffic engineering. To establish the relationship between the traffic 
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characteristics, a great deal of research has been done over the past several decades. The results of these researches 
yielded many mathematical and behavioral models. Behavioral models are derived based on the car following 
behavior and the mathematical models are obtained by curve fitting approaches Castillo and Benitez [1]. A 
macroscopic model needs to satisfy several important observed traffic stream and roadway characteristics, and most 
of the models fail to do so Castillo and Benitez [1].  
Many researchers have used the speed-density relation as the basis for obtaining speed-flow and flow-density 
models Lum et al. [2]. Greenshields [3] developed a macroscopic stream model, in which density and speed are 
linearly related and this is one of the widely used speed-density models though it has limitations in reflecting some 
observed traffic stream characteristics. Drake [4], Duncan [5], Gerlough and Huber [6], Duncan [7], Duncan [8], 
Chandra and Kumar [9], Joshi et al. [10], Kumar et al. [11], Anand et al. [12], Dhamaniya and Chandra [13], Mehar 
et al. [14] have used this relation as the basis for getting the other macroscopic relations. 
Problems related to the estimation of speed-density models can be divided into two parts. First problem is 
associated with the data used for the parameter estimation. In the case of homogeneous traffic conditions, density 
and speed values are estimated from the observed flow and occupancy data. In the case of heterogeneous traffic 
conditions, density is estimated from the observed flow and speed data. In this process, the density values 
corresponding to the queued traffic states are underestimated Treiber and Kesting [15]. This is due to the temporal 
nature of the flow data used for estimating the density. The second problem is related to the field observations on 
either flow-occupancy (in the case of homogeneous traffic stream) or flow-speed (in the case of heterogeneous 
traffic stream). Most of the times the data are collected without bothering about the variations in the traffic 
conditions within an observation period Cassidy [16]. Besides these two issues, Van Aerde [17] and Qu et al. [18] 
have pointed out that the calibration methodologies used in the parameter estimation also influence the model. 
Duncan [7, 8] has shown that calculating density from speed and flow data, fitting a line to the speed-density data, 
and then converting that line into a speed-flow function, gives a biased result relative to the direct estimation of the 
speed-flow function. This is a consequence of three things: the non-linear transformations involved in both the 
directions, the stochastic nature of the observations, and the inability to match the time and space measurement 
frames exactly. The above issues are associated to the speed-density relation irrespective of the functional form 
considered for modeling.  
In the case of no-lane disciplined heterogeneous traffic conditions, speed and flow data are observed by replaying 
the video films collected on the traffic stream. From these data, speed-flow relations are obtained. Mostly the field 
data are limited to free flow conditions and very few researchers have captured the queued traffic states. The data 
collected on free flow conditions have been used to estimate the speed-density model that covers the congested 
conditions as well Dhamaniya and Chandra [13]. Density values are estimated using the speed, flow data and the 
fundamental relation among the macroscopic variables. For modeling the speed-density relation Greenshields model 
is widely used even in heterogeneous traffic conditions Kumar et al. [11], Dhamaniya and Chandra [13], Mehar et al. 
[14]. In the majority of these studies, the modeled speed-density relation is used for predicting the congested branch 
of either speed-flow or flow-density diagram. In this context, it is necessary to understand the implications of the 
field data collection approaches, and the density estimation procedures on the resulting model parameters.  
The main objective of this paper is to understand the implications of the observations/estimation of the data 
corresponding to macroscopic traffic variables in the context of heterogeneous traffic conditions. Due to its 
simplicity and tractability, Greenshields linear model is used for this purpose. Also, Greenshields model is widely 
used for modeling the heterogeneous traffic streams observed on Indian roads. The scope of the present study is 
limited to understand the implications of macroscopic data collection/estimation approaches on the parameters of the 
linear speed-density model. From the results, it has been observed that the model parameters estimated using the 
macroscopic data collected from conventional traffic surveys fail to represent the actual traffic and roadway 
characteristics. Field data collected on stationary traffic streams are useful in overcoming these problems. 
 
2. Macroscopic Traffic Characteristics 
 
Flow, speed, and density are the macroscopic characteristics used for describing the traffic stream behavior. In 
this study, flow and density are expressed in terms of vehicles and speed is the arithmetic mean of the spot speeds of 
vehicles, observed at a section. Mehar et al. [14] have taken arithmetic mean of the spot speeds as the average stream 
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speed. Anand et al. [12], have estimated space mean speed of each vehicle type by taking the harmonic mean of the 
spot speeds. Later, a weighted average of space mean speeds of various vehicle types was considered as the average 
stream speed. The weighing factors are the flows corresponding to different vehicle types observed at a section. 
Conventional data collection methodologies adopted for data collection on the macroscopic variables of 
heterogeneous traffic stream involves the collection of the video film on the traffic stream being studied. Flow and 
speed data are collected while replaying the video film. Flow data are obtained at a suitable road section covered in 
the video film. A trap section of 30 to 50 m is used to manually collect the spot speeds of the vehicles. The important 
thing to be noted is the length of the observation period used for data collection. Researchers have used 1 minute to 
15 minute observation periods and found that as the length of the observation period increases scatter of the data is 
minimized. 
 
2.1 Free Flow Speed and Jam Density 
 
Free flow speed and jam density are the characteristics of the road stretch and the traffic stream being studied and 
any speed-density model meant for that road segment should reflect these characteristics. In this context, it is 
necessary to get the data on these two parameters. Free flow speed refers to the average speed of the vehicles moving 
on the road stretch when vehicles are moving freely. For homogeneous traffic conditions, 85th percentile speed 
observed for the entire traffic stream or the mean speed of the free moving vehicles is taken as the free flow speed. 
In the case of heterogeneous traffic, this parameter should consider the presence of all the types of vehicles moving 
in the traffic stream. For this purpose, average free flow speeds of various types of vehicles are to be obtained and a 
weighted average of such speeds gives the average free flow speed. The weighing factors must be the densities of 
various types of vehicles corresponding to the free flow conditions. For this calculation, it is necessary to have the 
average vehicular composition of the traffic stream. Once the average composition is known the jam density can be 
found out.  In the case of the present study the jam density values have been observed based on several photographs 
similar to the one shown in Fig. 1. 
Fig. 1. Snapshot showing congested condition of traffic 
3. Field Data 
 
     The field observations, used in the present study, were collected from Jubilee Hills, on the traffic stream moving 
from Panjagutta to Madhapur, Hyderabad. The data is collected using video image detection process i.e., the camera 
was placed over the centre of  foot over bridge to record vehicle numbers, type and speed by means of trap line and 
tracking over the midblock section. The basic consideration in the selection of the section was that it should be fairly 
straight and level for at least 100m, free from the effect of the nearby intersections. 
The study stretch is a three-lane road with a width of 10 m. Traffic data have been collected on Thursday for a 
period of two hours from 2.40 pm to 4.40 pm. The majority of the vehicles present in the traffic stream were cars, 
motorized two-wheelers, and three-wheelers. Traffic volumes varied from 3900 to 4560 vehicles/hour during the 
observation period and the composition in a number of vehicles and percentages is given in Table 1. 
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   Table 1. Observed traffic composition at Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad. 
 
Composition in no. of Vehicles 
Total 
Composition in % 
LMV AUTO HMV TW LMV AUTO HMV TW 
Jubilee 2.42 to 
3.42 pm 
1860 435 64 2196 4555 41 10 1 48 
Jubilee 3.44 to 
4.44 pm 
1743 417 65 1703 3928 44 11 2 43 
 
3.1 Data Extraction  
 
     Image processing software TRAZER (Traffic Analyzer and Enumerator) was used for data extraction from the 
video film. Mallikarjuna et al. [19], have provided a detailed methodology of data extraction using TRAZER. 
Important things to be considered while using TRAZER for extraction of the traffic data are: a) Video should be 
collected facing traffic and a minimum of 30 to 50 m road stretch should be visible b) Accuracy in correlating real 
and image coordinates. 
 
3.2 Analysis of the TRAZER Output 
 
     TRAZER classifies all the vehicles into four categories, namely, Light motorized vehicles (LMV), Motorized-
two-wheeler (TW), Motorized-three-wheeler (AUTO), and Heavy motorized vehicle (HMV). It gives output in the 
form of vehicle trajectories, and the trajectory data obtained from TRAZER has some problems and the 
corresponding corrections are to be done before extracting the data on macroscopic variables. Mallikarjuna et al. 
[20], have listed various problems and the corresponding corrections in detail.  It is to be noted that the vehicles that 
are not detected by the software can be manually added and tracked over the required road length. After applying 
trajectory and speed corrections to TRAZER output, speed and flow data corresponding to a road section can be 
extracted.  
Average free flow speed was taken as the weighted average of the mean speeds of the free flowing vehicles 
corresponding to four vehicle types. Free flow densities corresponding to the four vehicle types were taken as the 
weighing parameters. Free flow densities were estimated based on the average traffic flow composition observed on 
this road stretch. From each category, approximately 100 vehicles moving freely were identified for this purpose. It 
was observed that the free speeds of all the four vehicle types followed a normal distribution. Statistics of the free 
flow speed data are shown in Table 2. 
Table 2. Free flow speed parameters observed from the field data. 
Vehicle type Mean, , (km/hr) 
Standard deviation, 
 (km/hr) 
LMV 43 14 
HMV 33 12 
AUTO 34 5 
TW 37 8 
 
3.3 Analysis of the Macroscopic Relations 
 
     Flow-speed relation, corresponding to the data averaged over one minute observation period, is shown in Fig. 2. 
From this Figure, it can be seen that data corresponding to free, capacity, and queued traffic states are captured in 
the field observations. Clustering of data might be resulting due to the smaller observation period and other inherent 
variability of the data. Using the flow and speed data, and the fundamental relation of macroscopic variables, density 
has been estimated. Resulting flow-density relationship is shown in Fig. 3. From this Figure, it can be seen that the 
density values corresponding to some of the queued traffic states are less than the density corresponding to the 
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capacity states. This is clearly evident if both the speed-flow and flow-density diagrams are analyzed together. 
Triangular and diamond markers represent the queued state. Diamond markers represent congested state but flows 
are close to the capacity, and triangular markers represent queued state. Density corresponding to the triangular 
markers is clearly underestimated and the reasons behind the underestimation have been explained in Treiber and 
Kesting [15]. Treiber and Kesting [15], have also explained the ways to overcome this problem. Fig. 4, shows the 
speed-density relationship and from this figure also it is clear that the density values corresponding to some of the 
queued states are underestimated. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Speed-flow relationship corresponding to one-minute averages; Speed is taken as simple mean of the individual vehicle speeds 
 
 
Fig. 3. Flow-density relationship corresponding to one-minute averages; density has been estimated using flow and speed data in fundamental 
relation of macroscopic variables 
 
Fig. 4. Speed-density relationship corresponding to one-minute averages 
     When such data are used in estimating the speed-density model it can be expected that the resulting parameters 
may not represent the roadway characteristics. In the case of the present study, the roadway characteristics, jam 
density, and free flow speed were found to be 767 vehicles/km and 39 km/hr, respectively. 
     As mentioned above, it is necessary that the estimated parameters of the linear speed-density model have to 
represent the roadway characteristics.  Fig. 5 shows two linear speed-density relations and one of them corresponds 
to the observed roadway parameters. The other linear relationship is corresponding to field observed speed and the 
estimated density, corresponding to free flow conditions. This has been obtained by considering a subset of the 
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observed data. Jam density corresponding to the estimated relationship is altogether different from that of the 
observed jam density. Since the data collection on heterogeneous traffic stream is complex and time-consuming, 
most of the data collection efforts result in observations corresponding to free flow conditions. The speed-density 
model resulting from this data may not represent the behaviour of the traffic stream moving on this road stretch.  
 
Fig. 5. Linear Speed-density relationship corresponding to only free flow traffic states 
 
Fig. 6. Speed-density relationship corresponding to free flow and a part of the queued traffic states 
     Fig. 6 shows additional data points corresponding to a part of the queued traffic states, besides the data from free 
flow conditions and it can be seen that there is a slight improvement in the estimated parameters. The jam density 
value has slightly increased compared to the parameter obtained from the data corresponding to only free flow 
traffic states. Fig.7 shows the full data that is corresponding to the free and queued traffic states. Underestimated 
densities corresponding to some queued traffic states affect the model and the estimated parameters are different 
from the observed roadway parameters. 
     Overall 37 observation periods (as opposed to 120 used in the Fig. 5 to Fig. 7) were identified and in each of 
these observation periods traffic conditions were similar. Fig. 8 to Fig. 11 shows the speed density relations 
corresponding to the data obtained using the Cassidy’s approach. Speed-density relations are shown in Fig. 8 to Fig. 
10, deal with the free, free and some of the queued states, and free and all the queued states, respectively. When the 
data corresponding to the free traffic states are used (Fig. 8), the jam density does not represent the roadway 
characteristics. When the data related to some of the queued states are used (Fig. 9.), the jam density parameter takes 
a higher value compared to the previous case. When all the data are used (Fig. 10.) the estimated jam density value 
is found to be much higher than that of the observed value. As shown in Fig. 10, the density values corresponding to 
some of the queued states are under-estimated and it is similar to the data shown in Fig. 7. These density values have 
been observed by replaying the video film and the model estimated using the revised density data is shown in Fig. 
11.  It can be seen that the estimated model parameters are closely matching with that of the observed parameters. 
Relationships among the macroscopic variables shall represent the equilibrium or stationary traffic states and 
uniform one minute observation periods used in getting the previously used data do not guarantee this Cassidy [16]. 
Equilibrium traffic states refer to similar traffic conditions for a considerably longer observation period. Cassidy 
[16], has proposed a methodology to identify such traffic states. Though the data used in this study are limited to 
only two hours, an attempt has been made to collect the data on stationary traffic stream using the methodology 
proposed by Cassidy.   
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Fig. 7. Speed-density relationship for free-flow and all the queued states      
 
Fig. 8. Stationary Speed-density relationship corresponding to free 
flow traffic states 
 
Fig. 9. Stationary speed-density relationship for free-flow and a 
part of the queued states 
 
Fig. 10. Stationary speed-density relationship for free-flow and all 
the queued states 
 
Fig. 11. Stationary speed-density relationship for free-flow and all 
the queued states; Density values corresponding to some of the 
queued states have been observed by replaying the video film 
Table 3 shows the parameters corresponding to various models estimated and the notation ND refers to the 
parameters estimated using the commonly used data collection approaches and the notation SD refers to the 
parameters estimated using the stationary data collected using the Cassidy’s approach. From the values shown in the 
Table, it can be seen that the parameters corresponding to the stationary data, with the revised density values 
corresponding to some of the queued states, are matching with that of the field parameters. 
Table 3. Traffic parameters corresponding to the linear speed-density relation 
  
Observed 
parameters 
Data corresponding to 
free flow conditions 
Data corresponding to free 
and capacity conditions  
Data corresponding to all the traffic conditions 
    ND SD ND SD ND SD SD with revised density 
Kjam 767 507 568 540 643 581 1229 690 
Vf 39 42 40 41 38 36 26 37 
4. Conclusions 
     Macroscopic relations play a vital role in traffic flow modeling and speed-density relation is widely used as the 
basic relation to estimate the other macroscopic relations. Estimation of Speed-density model itself depends on how 
the corresponding field data are collected or estimated on these variables. The estimated parameters of speed-density 
model depend even on the methodology adopted for model estimation. Greenshields linear speed-density model is 
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commonly used for modeling the heterogeneous traffic stream behavior. In this study, an attempt has been made to 
understand the effect of field data collection procedures on the estimated model parameters. To know the veracity of 
the estimated parameters corresponding field observations are necessary. Since the linear speed-density relation has 
only two observable parameters it is easy to assess these parameters. Initially, the data obtained from the 
conventional field data collection methodologies have been used to estimate the speed-density model. Three models, 
corresponding to free traffic states, free and a part of queued (mostly capacity states) traffic states and data on all 
traffic states have been used to estimate these models. Parameters corresponding to the model estimated using all the 
data were found to be relatively close to field observed parameters. As a next step, Cassidy’s approach has been 
used to identify the observation periods corresponding to stationary traffic and the data have been collected from the 
corresponding periods. When the model has been estimated using the data related all the traffic states jam-density 
was found to be much higher than the field observed value. To overcome this, density values corresponding to a part 
of queued traffic states (congested states) have been observed from the video films collected from the field. When 
the model has been estimated on the revised data the estimated parameters were found to be close to the observed 
values. From this, it can be concluded that the estimated speed-density model is strongly influenced by the input 
data corresponding to various traffic states. It has also been found that the methodology adopted in data 
collection/estimation has a strong influence on the model parameters. Cassidy’s approach of identifying observation 
periods corresponding to stationary traffic seems to be useful in estimating the model for even heterogeneous traffic 
conditions. 
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